Crossing The Field: creating intra-active spaces through a participatory artists’ event
Crossing The Field art installation began as a series of reflections on our experiences of the radical shifts and changes in the place of, and spaces for art therapy in the UK. Provoked by the crisis of whole populations of people traversing the globe in search of a place of safety and refuge, these discussions grew into the concept of a collaborative tent city on the college field. At the same time our colleagues in Australia were moved by similar concerns to imagine a tent-shaped installation of builders’ plumb bobs and line, a void space inside the positive space suggesting tension, precision, intention; a place where borders are articulated.
Together we offered delegates a series of collaborative art-based sessions within these conducive spaces. This wider collaboration of artists, we hoped, would reveal more of the cultural and political significance of art and space in art therapy practice, and through this enhance the conference’s project of rethinking relationships with the everyday places in which we work. Participants moved between indoor and outdoor spaces - co-constructing an encampment of embellished tent structures on the college field; responding to and extending the plumb bob installation indoors or the visible tent city outside; drawing, making and moving; touching the space, the void and the present.
SPACE

1. A continuous area or expanse which is free, available, or unoccupied.

2. The dimensions of height, depth, and width within which all things exist and move.

   The cosmos - the galaxy - the solar system - infinity.
PLACE

1. a particular position, point, or area in space.

2. find a home or employment for.
The first migrants have been deported from Greece to Turkey under the EU deal to reduce the flow of people to Europe.
All I can think about is food and toilet.

Tell me, I'm telling you dangers. I can change the story.

I am the story. This is my place.
HOME 阿拉伯文
The aim of Crossing The Field was to come together through art making to rethink our relationships with the people we work with, and the places in which we work, and to reflect on the cultural and political significance of art, space, and art therapy practice. Thank you to all artist collaborators for your inspired and enthusiastic creative participation, we look forwards to future connexions and associations.
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